
Chapter Four 

THE SIXTH GOLD RING 

I began Chapter Three by describing the seminal effect of a cold 
drink on a hot day and a hot drink on a cold one, these being 
sensual analogies to the effect of music on worship and life. I 
would like to press that analogy into further service. 

Take an empty chilled church. Drop in a couple of clergy 
in vestments - clunk, clunk. Now take a liturgy well matured in 
prayer books and pour into the stained glass. Glug, glug. Now 
comes the moment you've been waiting for all week. Lift 
yourself off the kneeler and imbibe the liturgy slowly. Maybe 
it's more solid fare you're after. So go down the road for a 
Presbyterian loaf. Slice with CH3, or other hymn book. Take 
a tub of low-voltage Bible spread made from extracts of Old and 
New Testaments in modern middle-management English. Now 
reach for a jar of potted news paste and spread thinly. Finally, 
sprinkle on some references to last night's TV, and serve on a 
hard pew. Still hungry and thirsty? What you need is a pick me 
up. Here is a bottle of nourishing charismatic juice, made up 
from the healthiest ingredients - shining faces, clapping hands, 
swinging music, a high Jesus content, and those extra vitamins 
your emotions need - kissing, hugging and healing. Shake 
vigorously with the Holy Spirit, close your eyes, and drink 
without stopping to think. 

All lies. Well, cliched pastiche. The truth is more subtle. 
Any form of worship is a jug of water. Water, as we said, is 
necessary for life. The interesting question is: what special 
presence may turn that water into wine? What turns commu- 
nication into communion? But even more interesting: what 
kind of special presence might that be? Behind the question of 
what form we give our worship lies the primeval question: what 



is the divine like? Is God showbiz - clown, actor-manager, 
movie star; or is He politician or president; or is He theologian, 
author, reformer, executive, judge? 

We aren't likely to get very far with that question, but 
because I believe it lurks behind much unconscious prejudice 
about worship, I'd like to explore it down one avenue. Before 
doing so, I'd better explain why I won't explore it down 
another avenue which might seem obvious, namely, the Jesus 
of the Gospels avenue. If it is suggested that we know what God 
is like by seeing what Jesus is like, I have to ask: which Jesus? 
Showbiz rears its head here also, because our modern images of 
Jesus are not delivered to our brain straight from the reality of 
Palestine two thousand years ago. We have seen the part acted 
on TV and film. There are as many kinds of Jesus in our brain 
as there are actors who have played Him; but also as there are 
~reachers who have   reached Him, hymn writers who have 
hymned Him, and feminists who are now 'her'ring Him. - 

The avenue I would like to go down for a moment is, as 
usual, by analogy. In The Quest TV series, David Jenkins 
described God as "an unstoppable artistn. Taking one kind of 
artist as a focus, imagine God as an orchestral conductor. Of 
course there are a zillion ways in which God is not like a 
conductor, but there are a couple of ways in which He might 
just be. Here are sixty or ninety rampant individualists - as 
musicians are - all doing their own thing ... I mean, would you 
try to arrange a marriage between a flute and a trombone? 
Admittedly, a trombone and a tuba might be worse. I once 
shared a student flat with an oboeist and that was bad enough. 
Yet this potential anarchy has to be led into glorious unanimity. 
Compare the cacophony of the tuning up with the first chord 
of the concert. How does that radical alteration occur? Could 
this be the special presence that turns water into wine? It has to 
be a very special presence, for it is essential that the unanimity 
is not enforced by mechanical tyranny. If the musicians do not 
retain their creative freedom the sound is strained, metallic or 
scrawny; or the opposite, over-suave. In a word, it is sound, not 
music. Even when the orchestral blend is acoustically succu- 
lent, a lack of spontaneity in the orchestra can undermine the 



essence of what the composer is saying. Great music carries 
within itself the same contradiction between freedom and 
order, resolved by a magic we call art or inspiration or genius. 

Karajan was incapable of making an orchestra sound 
unbeautiful, but to my mind the freedom of the music was 
hostage to that perfection. The Karajan sound had that quality 
of ultimate glutinosity which is the musical equivalent of the 
concept of Heaven as a cosmic soup, a condition in which all our 
rugged individuality is subsumed into a oneness even more 
boring, because longer lasting, than the ecumenical movement. 
But lest I should sound dismissive of Herbert von Karajan on 
the one hand, or the Very Reverend von MacTavish- 
Hustleburger on the other, let me say, again on the drinking 
plane, that I defend to the death the right of every free-drinking 
Scotsman, Englishman, Irishman and Japaneseman to take on 
board a comforting wee dram of the perfectly blended ecumeni- 
cal hard stuff, appropriately mixed with organisational water, 
while preferring myself, as an only occasional quaffer of the 
staff of life, to let an individualistic malt like Macallan of 
Speyside or Bowmore of Islay declare its soul directly to my 
palate. In tune with the glory of Scots malts, I offer you two 
conductors who offered to their musicians a freedom which I 
feel in my bones reflected the divine readiness to take risks. 

The first was Thomas Beecham. I'm not claiming him as a 
democrat. He was a tyrant, if ever I saw one. But he was a very 
funny tyrant. And once, like Spike Milligan, another funny 
tyrant, you allow the rogue elephant of humour into the china 
shop of ideas, you give up the one thing that makes tyranny 
despicable and diabolical: totalitarian control. The other ele- 
ment in the Beecharn tyranny was humility. No, it's not a silly 
paradox. Since the days of antiquity, people have dreamed of 
the philosopher-king, who would use power to liberate minds 
and spirits. We referred to this concept when we considered the 
awful power-potential of the pipe organ. Beecham placed his 
genius for high voltage command at the disposal of the music, 
the muse, the mystery, the miracle. 

But enough rhetoric. Let me describe an occasion. I was in 
the Usher Hall organ gallery once when Beecham conducted 



the Royal Philharmonic. After the interval he breasted the 
stairs and penetrated the platform door like a plenipotentiary 
capercaillie. He navigated the thicket of music stands and fiddle 
players and advanced on the podium. A bow of quite unneces- 
sary depth to the bourgeoisie in the stalls accomplished, he 
turned and surveyed the orchestra. Although he had been with 
them throughout the first half, his wicked eyes raked them like 
a submarine periscope surveying an unexpected battle fleet. He 
turned to the orchestral leader and enquired with mild curios- 
ity, 

"What are we going to play now?" 
"Brahms Two", said First Violin McCallum, trained not to 

giggle. 
"Oh good", said Tommy Beecham, "I know that one." 
With an air of some satisfaction, he pickedup the score from 

the desk, dropped it on the floor, and nonchalantly began 
beating his stick. In a relaxed sort of way, the orchestra joined 
in and played the first movement. The slow movement of 
Brahms' Second is generally described as "sunny" by pro- 
gramme note writers who predated the discovery that sun 
causes cancer. It opens on the strings. Without warning, Beecham 
swooped upon them like an enraged vulture. Talons tearing at 
their breasts, he sawed away at their vitals. It was a cross 
between 'The Rite of Springy and World War Three. The Usher 
Hall moved several yards down Lothian road. Having achieved 
both magnificence and war, he then seemed to fall half asleep 
and conducted the third movement with an abstracted air. 
There was a pause before the last movement. He squared his 
shoulders. "Right," he barked, "tally-ho," and they were off. 
His baton was a whip, the orchestra were the hounds of Hell 
after the cosmic fox. He cheered on the final pages which got 
faster and faster. The audience was on its feet baying while the 
brass fanfares were still braying. It may or may not have been 
exactly what Brahms meant, but it was sublime entertainment. 

Another year, I saw Furtwangler conduct the very same 
symphony, and it was merely sublime. He was then old, a gaunt 
skeletal fibroid. He brooded over the orchestra as the hall 
waited in an expectation which was almost tangibly painful. 



Then the arm came down with that famous beat, a vague 
motion out of whose fluttering ambiguity the orchestra had the 
freedom to choose the moment to begin. Out of caverns of Hell 
the horns called, and a mournful sound eased into life. Com- 
pared to Beecham's sunny opening, this was like the skeletons 
of Buchenwald rattling out of the jaws of death. Yet, paradoxi- 
cally, the slow movement which Beecham had turned into 
Apocalypse Now, Furtwangler played as sunnily as Julie An- 
drews having an afternoon stroll up the Alps. 

Which was Brahms, Beecham or Furtwkgler? Neither, 
and both. In each case a genius opened gates through which a 
universe travelled to be born: a universe of which Brahms was 
one parent. 

Perhaps God is like that. Well, at least partly like that: an 
unpredictable creative genius who triggers possibilities; one of 
the progenitors of every birth; for the truth about the Virgin 
Birth may be not that only one birth was virgin, but that in a 
sense, every birth, biological, and artistic is. Every new begin- 
ning is that: a truly new beginning. But God encompasses both 
the hilarious entertainer and the tragic progenitor. Music 
includes the light and the dark, Christmas and Good Friday, 
Easter and Harvest. God is a sufficiently versatile showbiz 
manager that He lets it all show. Does that mean God has no 
taste, no preference? Is He even interested? Or, to put it this 
way, is God musical? Do we have music in church because it 
pleases God or because it pleases us? If God is not musical, why 
are we bothering? If He is, along what lines should we be 
bothering? Is God for Brahms, Wagner, Mozart, or Bach? And 
does He like them dished up by a Beecham or a Furtwkgler? 
And in church music terms, does He go for Poulenc or... or ... 
or for Twentieth Century religious light music? 

Now, why did I hesitate there? Suppose, all these centuries, 
God has hated the pipe organ? Who's been listening, then, to all 
these church Evensong voluntaries? Alternatively, has He these 
past thirty years been clapping His hands to His ears every time 
a guitar group has stationed itself on the chancel steps? Or, 
horror of horrors, has He been clapping His hands enthusias- 
tically in time to the beat? 



The only reason you're not bothering to tell me this is 
anthropomorphic nonsense is that it is so obviously anthropo- 
morphic nonsense. But hold your horses. Suppose I say to you 
that obviously God will prefer good music to bad music, that 
He is bound to prefer a polished cathedral choir to a rough 
~a r i sh  one, that a great hymn will of course please Him more 
than a locally produced tune. Or  that serious composers like 
Bach, Palestrina, Herbert Howells, Kenneth Leighton and 
Martin Dalby are obviously going to afford Jehovah a more 
lively aesthetic satisfaction than Stainer's oratorical equivalents 
of 19th Century stained glass, John Bell's drumming up of 
Scots-African wild geese on Iona, or Ian Mackenzie's impro- 
vised hymnological cocktails on Radio Scotland. You will fly 
into an absolutely justified theological rage and say that God is 
not an elitist, not an aesthete, not a musical Pharisee: He judges, 
not by an aesthetic standard, but by the purity of the heart. Let 
a person, a choir, a congregation, sing a song, however aestheti- 
cally poor, with radiant sincerity, and that is worth more to the 
Father of our crucified Lord than all the authentically recorded 
Baroque cantatas in Leipzig. 

If, however, you rebut the assertion that God cares for high 
musical standards by the counter-assertion that He cares for 
something else - moral motive, emotional integrity, spiritual 
single-mindedness, or whatever - this is still an anthropomor- 
~ h i c  assessment. God, you are implying, is listening and saying, 
'Here in St. X.s Cathedral is a splendid piece of music, but I 
prefer in St. Y's Church that indifferent performance of that 
awful piece of music because the performers mean well - there's 
heart in it." Is this not rather like a critic reviewing the first 
night of a new musical and applying warm-hearted Shaftesbury 
Avenue showbiz criteria rather than Broadway critical sur- 
gery? And what's wrong with that? Nothing, unless you object 
to anthropomorphic criteria in the area of God: which, a 
moment ago in objecting to musical elitism, you did. 

It looks like we can't escape from this doublebind, because 
we have anthropomorphic minds. We are human, and human 
characteristics make up our reference grid. 

But, guess what ... the way out is provided by the very music 



we were scrutinising. The truth is not that we judge the music. 
The truth is that it judges us, in the sense of seeking us out. 
Moreover, we do not judge the music in relation to God from 
some abstract position. God, if He is there at all, judges us via 
the music. If He's not there, then of course we are free to 
consider only aesthetic judgements. But if God is there, He 
comes to us in the music - as well as in other things, like words, 
images, and people. It is not that we have to finda way to God 

- - 

by choosing the right music. It is that God makes music right 
for us. 

But - possibly under certain conditions. And possibly 
sincerity is not the only condition. To say God doesn't care 
about the music is possibly to patronise Him and diminish 
ourselves. To identify something called a heart which operates 
independently of mind and ear may be to diminish the complex- 
ity of God's own creation and to diminish the human spirit's 
own achievements in its thinking, singing, and playing voyage 
towards the unknown. 

Why am I muddying the already brackish waters of the 
problems of church music by bringing in abstract questions 
about God? Surely these lectures are designed to be helpful, not 
theoretical. Yes, but what in the long run is helpful? Practical 
solutions to practical questions mustbe found on the ground, 
in each location, by practical people facing their practical 
problems. There is now an active Committee of the General 
Assembly, which is increasingly in touch with practical experi- 
ments in Scottish parishes. The Baird Lecture Series, being 
every five years, offers an opportunity to stand back as far as 
possible and look at underlying questions. And there are 
profound underlying questions lurking in the church music 
debate. The fundamental split, it seems to me, is between the 
verticals and the horizontals. 

The most obvious evidence of the conflict is between the 
supposed old guard and the young bloods. I think too much is 
made of this. There is of course an inevitable and natural 
manifestation of the generation gap which is seen in all areas of 
church and secular life. Certainly, the pipe organ and the 
traditional church choir lie across a chasm of taste and fashion 



from a rock group, or even a folk and guitar group. But there 
is more to it than this. What is at stake here is not any specific 
burning bush; if there is a pillar of fire, it does not stand in any 
one camp or lead any one category of camp followers. It is not 
the case that so-called evangelicals, fundamentalists, or 
charismatics are more in the vertical force field than so-called 
liberals or high-church formalists. Nor vice-versa. I know 
evangelicals who are for ever talking in vertical language about 
a risen Jesus and the Spirit, but who would drop down dead 
with astonishment if God actually did something that wasn't 
predicted in their theology, or covered by their biblical vocabu- 
lary; this unpreparedness for surprises marks them out as actual 
horizontals, and I know liberals who are for ever talking in 
terms of horizontal community and political issues but are 
daily expecting miracles. They are effectively verticals. And I 
know of a wide spectrum of permutations in between these 
extremes. 

What I am really talking about here is an awareness of, and 
readiness for, danger. And here I dare to introduce a category 
which may baffle, bewilder, bemuse, or even be offensive: 
magic. At the practical level - yes, I stress, practical level - music 
is nothing, gets nowhere, does not even start from anywhere, 
if magic is not involved. But also at the theoretical, theological 
level, there is in my book no place for music in religion or in 
church if it is not there to cast a spell. For my music book is a 
spell book, not a spelling book; a spellbinding book, not a book 
of binding texts in black binding. I'm talking about the dazzling 
white magic of Christmas, Epiphany, Candlemas, and Easter 
Sunday, the wild red magic of Pentecost, the golden waving 
magic of Harvest blending into the dark brown magic of 
winter, where burnished trombones yield to the silver trum- 
pets on the midnight Advent battlements. All this is the force 
of real magic - and what it is ranged against is not the absence of 
force, but the presence of a hostile force, the anti-magic or black 
magic of bible-black dogma, piety-encrusted sentimentality, 
and a secular humanist rejection of the supernatural. This 
rejection of the supernatural is based on outdated 19th Century 
Newtonian physics, but it frequently masquerades as a Gospel- 



based, community action programme, motivated by sociologi- 
cally aware, real Christianity, as compared to what it would 
portray as out of date mumbo-jumbo practised by arty-crafty 
elitist dinosaurs. 

I just want magic to rule OK - and I believe that it can, in 
virtually any musical language and with almost any degree of 
music resource. Magic, I believe, comes to those who live 
dangerously. In alternative words, risk is all. What it boils down 
to is in what I said in the last chapter: go over the top. I do not 
mean, make a show of going over the top. I mean: really go over 
the top. It's not a question of, "Is danger good for you?" It is the 
fundamental as distinct from the fundamentalist state of affairs 
that danger is all that there is, once you break through the 
carapace of whatever gives you superficial comfort. The ulti- 
mate is-ness of being alive is, from beginning to end, a project 
of Music is the perception of that peril at one level of 
sensibility. All you can do is throw yourself off the cliff, not of 
a principle, but of a possibility. As both George MacLeod and 
Harry Whitley said - they were so close, it is impossible to 
disentangle the source of this or that aphorism - if you drop 
enough bricks, you can build something with them. But let me 
not suggest that 'danger' is a gimmick. It isn't a trifling thing, 
a melodramatic gesture, a cartoon of Batman ex machina. 
Danger is at the heart of existence. 

Danger at the heart of church music? Danger at the heart of 
the church? Imagine the quietest, safest venue in the world - an 
English cathedral on a darkening winter afternoon, around the 
time for Evensong. Danger at its heart? In 'Murder In The 
Cathedral', T.S. Eliot spells out that there is no safety in the 
Cathedral. In his evocation of the land and the people waiting 
between golden October and sombre November, you can hear 
the organ pedal throb alternating hope and despair in the cycle 
of the years. In the case of Canterbury, it was real murder. And 
across the world in our own time, cathedrals have throbbed to 
real martyrdom, real blood spilled, real hopes crucified, and 
sometimes the blossoming of real freedom. Thus T.S. Eliot, the 
austere intellectual, the elitist, waspish, aesthetic Anglican, 
speaks for us all about the pain of waiting for the Kingdom. And 



in that is a lesson: that humanity is a blood vessel connecting us 
all. On the edge of the prairie of stars, what matter if we are 
professors or farmers, poets or primary teachers, brilliant 
church organists or pianistic performers of eightsome reels 
pressed into service on the organ stool? We are the human 
family ranged against the dark. 

Well, shall the Son of Man be born again in what Eliot calls the 
litter of scorn? In the poverty of what we actually have in the 
average Scottish parish - dull singing, a less than brilliant 
organist, a minister or priest hard-pressed by a thousand com- 
mitments, a people who may feel: here is no action, yet they 
hold their souls intact, ready to wait and witness - what is the 
denouement to be? 

As you will have perceived by now, my intuitive response 
to a difficult matter is not so much a theory as an anecdote; for 
in an anecdote is at least some reality - the reality of human life; 
whereas logical theory is a rarified form of poetry which may 
or may not relate to life. I wish therefore to introduce you 
anecdotally to some people who to my certain knowledge 
waited and witnessed to some effect. I have to use the past tense 
because their planetary witness has, in biological terms, ended. 
They are, assessed statistically, dead. In my brain, however, 
they are perpetually alive, and that is partly because they lived 
eschatologically; that is, they were waiting, in their busy lives, 
for the last things. To put it another way, they waited upon 
ultimate matters. The Christian witness is of this kind, and in 
this it is like the artist's or musician's witness; not waiting 
passively for the next day, or the next event, or, at the end, for 
the next life, but running to meet reality with an alert readiness 
which sometimes seems impatient. 

My first witness exhibited this impetuous impatience in a 
marked degree. His name was Erik Routley. He started life as 
son of the Mayor of Brighton, and he finished it, lamentably 
early, as Professor of Church Music at Princeton, but for most 
of his life he was in Britain, an academic in Oxford, then apastor 
in Edinburgh and Newcastle, becoming President of the Con- 
gregational Union. He was a musician and a composer, but his 



singular distinction lay in the fact that he was an authentic 
musical theologian. That is a rare bird, and none so rare as Erik. 
His grasp of moral and theological principles in the aesthetic 
field was uniquely lucid. But that sounds sober. The magic thing 
about Erik was his hilarity. When he laughed he didn't just, a 
la Wodehouse, make a noise like a paper bag bursting. He 
jumped into the air. He stamped his feet. He shouted. He 
barked. It seemed at such times that the world was safe with 
God, because God was shouting and laughing and jumping. 
Erik Routley had elements of Chesterton without the para- 
doxical coat-trailing, Falstaff without the grossness, Wesley 
without the rhetoric, and Luther without the constipation. 
Erik Routley was a sizzler. His written prose sizzled. When he 
spoke it was with sizzling energy. The piano or organ keys 
sizzled when he hit them. However, what sizzled most signifi- 
cantly was his sense of truth. For him the criterion for music 
was truth and the criterion for church music was theological 
truth. Many kinds of theology and art claim to be truthful. 
Routley's criteria, however, convinced me. Three of them are 
relevant in this context. I will sketch them briefly. 

First, music either does or does not carry authority. If it 
doesn't, it is bad music. Good church music carries moral or 
theological authority. 

Second, however, it is also of the essence of Christian music 
to be disposable, because our posture is vis-a-vis eternity. 
Against the desert of infinity, we are dwellers in tents. We are 
travellers and must be ever ready to lift our cultural tents for 
pitching in a new place. So - we should junk music that no 
longer works. Clearly, this means that whatever the authority 
of good Christian music is based on, it cannot be the weight of 
status or tradition or the intensity with which it takes itself 
solemnly. Rejecting the boringly slipshod, sentimental, and 
pompous does not mean rejecting the interestingly temporary, 
humble, simple or amateur. 

Third, and critically, Christian truth comes sideways. The 
essence of Jesus' teaching lies in parables. That is a form of 
communicating in which truth is not placed securely in your 
hand in a safely bound parcel, but is thrown into the air in an 



arc, a parabola, which you may or may not catch. There is a 
built-in risk that you may not catch it. This leaves you with 
your freedom. Routley had much more to say and has said it in 
several books. These insights, however, stamp him in my mind 
as having identified better than anyone that church music is a 
gloriously risky dancing partner in life and worship, yet worth 
pursuing and wooing with persistence; and conversely, that 
while Christian music is, if it is authentic, authorised by a God 
of Truth who may discriminate stringently between bone and 
marrow, it is invigorated by a Spirit of Adventure which should 
add greatly to the hilaritas of the nations. 

We may take it, then, that authority does not lie in sobriety. 
Our archetypal author, God, is not as sober as a judge. He is as 
experimentally hellbent on hilarity as a child. How could 
anyone totally sober create the Big Bang, the Universe, us? Does 
this contradict what I said in Chapter Three about finding 
music sometimes so serious that one can be awestruck into 
inner silence and think it impossible to laugh again? You bet 
your bottom dollar it contradicts it. I had these solemn thoughts 
when I was in my late teens, the time for spots, calf love, and 
lying awake all night the meaning of it all. Well, I still 
lie awake all night the meaning of it all, I still have 
calf love every time I see a newborn calf. Only my spots have 
cleared. But I can now see the joke about seriousness. I can now 
see that I was so intensely serious, so intoxicated by solemnity, 
that there was a kind of hilaritas about the seriousness. It was 
certainly not a dull time. And there were two things I never 
doubted: that God had a sense of humour, even if sometimes it 
was of the gallows variety; and that He was amaster of showbiz. 
As the greatest entertainer of all time, with extensive commit- 
ments in Infinity, He takes some beating: look around you at 
the sky at night, or at the riotous assembly of flora, fauna and 
Jock Tamson's Bairns assembled on Sauchiehall Street by day. 

"Let Glasgow flourish by the preaching of the word", is the 
proud Glasgow motto. The operative word is flourish. Glas- 
gow is great at flourishes: Garden Festivals, cultural bonanzas, 
crazy balloon pageants, Mayfest community street theatre, 
Jessye Norman in the new Royal Concert Hall, ebullient 



buskers in Buchanan Street, magic in George Square. Music is, 
you could say, the Logos, the word in a state of flourishment. 
Music is the word throwing its hat into the ring, into the air. 
Throwing a hat into the ring is not merely a metaphor. When 
my son Stephen was baptised in the Muckle Kirk of Peterhead, 
it was Pentecost. Thousands of red paper tongues were dropped 
from the gallery, Harry Whitley, who was presiding, danced an 
eightsome reel in front of the communion table with some 
children, and a male dancer did a terrific Irish jig, at the end of 
which he threw his green cap into the congregation. All of this 
was reasonably hilarious, but I believe it was also truthful, as a 
varied exegesis of the scriptures for that day, in which the 
disciples were alleged to have been drunk. 

Hilaritas is therefore not an easy option. It is a choice we 
make. Jesus is reported as saying: when you fast, when you're 
going through a rigorous process of self-discipline, for reasons 
ascetic, aesthetic, or athletic, don't make a meal of it as the 
scribes and pharisees, the professional martyrs, do. Kid every- 
one you're the top of the morning. Have a ball. Put make up on. 
Cavort, chortle, chirrup. Well, it's easier said than done. One 
Easter I was in charge of the music on Iona for a theological 
students' conference. On Easter Monday morning, when I 
went to play the piano for the early service, I felt awful. I hadn't 
slept, there had been a celebratory bibulation the night before, 
and my perspective on the world was shaded grey black to black 
with knobs on. I approached the task in hand with the enthu- 
siasm of a hungover hamster facing an early morning jog on the 
wheel. However there was a task in hand and it was to play 
music appropriate to Easter Monday. George MacLeod prayed 
prayers sparkling like a spring burn in spate, the sun shone, and 
Jesus was risen. So - my playing would have to rise, whatever I 
felt like. My voluntary at the end was, therefore, a light cascade 
of sequences on the Easter hymn, the rhythm was a light 
dancing one. 

Afterwards I met George striding down the nave. He 
appraised me as if I was something the cat had dragged in, and 
growled, "Just because you feel like a kitten on the keys this 
morning, doesn't mean the rest of us have to be subjected to 



flippancy." Clearly, I wasn't the only one feeling liverish. But 
neither of us had let the liver dictate the liturgical mood. So, yes, 
the liturgy of life has to be worked at, if it is to rise like a souffle, 
and if there is to be life in the liturgy, that choice has to be made, 
even if it is against the grain. ~ n d m a k i n ~  that choice is always 
spiced with unpredictable perils. We stay on Iona for my next 
witness to the dangers of waiting on the eschatological edge of 
worship. This witness's name was Ralph Morton. 

Waiting is the operative word. I have been waiting for half 
a lifetime to pay tribute to this man. His posture was a waiting 
one, not in a passive sense, but an Advent one. In a posture of 
alert impatience, this largely unrecognised apostle maintained 
an eschatological witness. He was aware of the last things 
beating at the window of daily chores; but, unlike angelic 
preachers, he did not parade his awareness by orating highly 
coloured commercials for the angels. Ralph Morton attended to 
the chores: of which for two summers on Iona I was one, in my 
capacity as Music Director to the Abbey and the Youth Camps. 
I bring Ralph Morton in here for he is a cardinal witness to my 
thesis that church music is not an area of exclusive interest to 
musicians. Ralph, you see, was tone deaf. He could not sing. 
When he tried to, what emanated from his creased face was a 
drone not metaphorically but literally mono-tonous. Yet from 
this man, who was guilty of a musical incapacity so massive as 
to defy the laws of aesthetic gravity, I received a degree of 
sympathetic comprehension of what music in worship is for 
that I have received from few others. He lacked, in the most 
definitive degree possible, a musical ear, yet he was gifted in that 
other area to which from time to time I refer: he had ears to hear. 
If his outer musical ear was a Lada, his other, inner ear was a 
Porsche. 

I will adduce two pieces of evidence. As Deputy Leader of 
the Community, Ralph's multiple tasks included leadership 
roles in training and study programmes, and in administration. 
His intellectual capability and pastoral awareness made him 
formidable in these matters, but it was in his responsibility for 
the planning of worship that I had constant contact with him. 
Without (to put it mildly) Erik Routley's musicianship, he 



nevertheless had Routley's radar capacity for seeking integrity 
and falseness in music as in words. A hymn could be anathema 
to him because one line of one verse was theologically weak or 
rang politically or ethically false, and certain tunes lay under 
heavy suspicion because a phrase struck him as vacuous, bom- 
bastic, or sentimental. I hardly ever disagreed with him, but 
when I did, he would wryly trade one of his anathemas for one 
of mine. 

My other piece of evidence is more startling. It was difficult 
in a grandly austere Abbey to find music suitable for a piano, 
even a grand one. The choice seemed to lie between sounding 
like a predictably Baroque typewriter or a Palm Court melody 
machine. I therefore tended to improvise. The musical results 
may have been doubtful, but I took the process seriously to the 
extent of trying to weave the 'Word' content of the service into 
the hymn or psalm tunes used. Ralph Morton listened to these 
spasmodic utterances and often commented on them in a way 
which revealed that he followed the musical argument. But one 
Sunday when I played a particularly complex improvisation 
lasting half an hour, I was bowled over when he gave me a blow 
by blow account of how my mind had worked and what 
theological points I was making. 

The paradox in the situation is that George MacLeod spoke 
affectionately but witheringly of Ralph's musicality. George's 
musicianship ran to loving what he knew - 'Crimond', 'St. 
George's Edinburgh', and all the other golden oldies which he 
pictured being sung under the stars by Community members 
scattered throughout the world from brightest Africa to dark- 
est Greenock, and he defended these stoutly against certain 
incursions I was making on these traditions in my two summers 
doing the Iona music. The fact, however, is that George's native 
musicality, which was prodigious, expressed itself not through 
music but in words. To hear him pray at the great Sunday 
communion was to hear Handel's 'Hallelujah Chorus' or 
Bach's 'Sanctus' transmuted into verbal tapestry and living 
sculpture; whereas Ralph Morton, the supposedly dry word 
man, the gravelly, unmusical logical analyst of ethics and 
theology was tuned into music. He knew how to decode music. 



We must, therefore, refuse to be governed by stereotypes. 
Which of these two was vertical, which horizontal? Both were 
vertically-oriented people, although Ralph would have hated 
being described as such, so intense was his commitment to the 
practical requirements of the here and now. Both men lived 
dangerously because they were perpetually listening for the 
inner meaning of worship, and that exposes you to the threat 
of the unpredictable, the 'other', invading your life. That may 
be magic. But it may also just be a damned nuisance. As George 
said, "It isn't the unanswered prayers that is the problem - it is 
the answered ones." 

Well, enough about human musicality. The question was: is 
God musical? 

No, of course not, in the anthropomorphic sense. But His 
on-board computer must be capable of decoding what we 
receive and express through music. After all, if God exists, or 
even if He, in the conventional sense, doesn't, the original 
coding of the cosmos included a potential for music. 

From our point of view, the question is not so much 
whether God is musical as whether music has a God-like 
potential? Whether God or the cosmic force is one of its 
progenitors. And my answer is, yes! For when the god, or 
goddess, within us all has spoken, there comes that moment 
when speech, however lyrical, fails to express what we feel, 
what we know. All that is left, then, is to fling your hat in the 
air, or your five gold rings - and one more ring - for God or the 
cosmos to catch and throw back into the cauldron of that which 
is not yet formed: the sixth ring. 

But, you ask, where did five, or indeed six, gold rings 
suddenly appear from? To explain that, I produce my last 
witness. 

He was as English as Ralph Morton was Scottish. Sidney 
Newman was Professor of Music at Edinburgh when I was a 
music student there in the Fifties. He was of a mystic West 
Country Elgarian temper, and sometimes it was a temper. He 
was a big-minded man, but, as other big-minded men have done, 
he ran up against an Edinburgh establishment - in this case the 



musical establishment that dominated Edinburgh in the days 
before Scotland's musical Renaissance - pre Herrick Bunney, 
pre Ian Pitt-Watson, pre a permanent national orchestra, pre 
Alexander Gibson, pre Scottish Opera, and in his first year or 
two, pre Edinburgh Festival. Indeed, Newman was one of 
those who joined with the Lord Provost and the Editor of The 
Scotsman in supporting Rudolf Bing's madcap idea of drown- 
ing in festivalitis a city as musically dry as Tio Pep& Sidney 
Newman's predecessor in the Edinburgh Music Chair was the 
famous Donald Tovey. Tovey hadn't been just a big man, but 
an intellectual giant. His published programme notes remain to 
this day a bible of musical analysis - you still find them quoted 
by contemporary scribblers. Not as racy as Bernard Shaw, not 
as bubbly as Neville Cardus, they have a witty tang of their 
own, icing on profound analysis and whiplash judgement. To 
follow Tovey was a difficult act, specially when his Edinburgh 
disciple, amanuensis, and biographer, Mary Grierson had some 
hope of the succession. Newman, in the eyes of Tovey's 
Edinburgh disciples, just wasn't up to it. They considered this 
gauche laddie transferred from a lecturer's post in Newcastle to 
be as intellectually lightweight as he was physically rotund, 
and, to boot, to be lacking in those genuflecting skills requisite 
on incomers who wished to penetrate the evening circle of 
sherry, gin, or win des vacances. 

Like Ralph Morton and Erik Routley, Professor Newman 
could be disconcertingly direct, which some people took to be 
rudeness. But he had something to be direct about. He was in 
love. In love with life, with music, with his family, and in a Walt 
Whitmanesque fashion with the universe. I say Whitmanesque 
with feeling, for I still carry around as psychosomatic stigmata 
two souvenirs of early pianistic tension: an ulcer which began 
in my 19th year, and a habit of gnashing my teeth when I play. 
As the music scholar of my year, I became the accompanist to 
the university choir which Newman conducted; and the work 
to be tackled in my first term was Vaughan Williams' 'Sea 
Symphony' set to words by Walt Whitman. My relationship 
with the conductor was robust. If in rehearsal I was a mini- 
second late in double-guessing where Newman was about to re- 



start, he called me to heel with bar numbers like Barbara 
Woodhouse telling a spaniel to sit. When he expected me to 
know, before he zapped it to me, that he was going back two 
pages, not one, I consigned him privately to hell. But on the 
night, all was forgiven. He was a visionary choral conductor, 
specially in religious music. When he smiled, his face shone like 
the sun. At tender climaxes, he painted the sky with wide 
sweeps of his arms. When we went with him to the dark side of 
the moon in the 'St. John Passion', Mozart's 'Requiem', or 
Kodaly's Tsalmus Hungaricus', his distress engaged our guts. 

His own guts were also involved, for regularly before a 
major performance he would vomit. In non-choral terms he 

. - 

had two handicaps, small hands and an uncharismatic behind. 
The latter was conspicuous when he conducted an orchestra, 
for his orchestral conducting was as wince-making as his choral 
conducting could be winsome. He jabbed at the orchestra in a 
half-bent posture which was, posterior-wise, audience un- 
friendly. Yet, in the course of three years at the Music Faculty, 
I heard from The Reid Orchestra under Newman dozens of 
unheard Haydn symphonies performed with such gusto that I 
have never since thought of the genius of Esterhazy as less 
substantial than Beethoven. 

He confessed that the small reach of his hands had pro- 
foundly frustrated his ambitions, in that the romantic piano 
repertoire was beyond him. His response was to throw himself 
into what lay literally to hand. In my hearing he performed 
Bach's 'Goldberg Variations' by memory, and addressed him- 
self with such delicacy and ferocity to that vast and, at its end 
almost Wagnerian, structure, that even the Edinburgh musical 
establishment applauded the feat of emotional and technical 
concentration. 

So here I am paying tribute to a big romantic man who 
found himself limited by small hands, and a small orchestra, in 
what was then musically a small community; and whose 
response to all these limitations was to throw himself off the 
cliff of those possibilities rather than to waste time dreaming of 
what might have been. There was, however, a psychic cost, and 
for a whole year, while I was there, he endured a nervous 



breakdown, and so did we. Every day he came to work. He was 
difficult to live with, that year, but the work never suffered. 

I have taken pains to delineate a man living with substantial 
elements of discomfort, because discomfort is what is experi- 
enced by so many who struggle, day in, day out, with the 
frustrating limitations imposed upon their musical ambitions 
by the restrictions of inadequate instruments, unsympathetic 
Kirk Sessions or church councils, unresponsive congregations, 
or their own technical handicaps. On many an organ stool 
Icarus quivers, longing to fly to the sun, but confined to a 
horizontal plane by a relentless Scotch mist. 

However, I would not leave you, or Sidney Newman there. 
I now come to his apotheosis, from which I have drawn the title 
of this chapter. My conclusion is that there is usually a gap in 
the fog, a window sometime, somewhere, in the cloudscape. 
When the mist clears you may see at first only further and even 
more daunting pillars of cumulus piled higher and higher. But 
keep flying up there. Do you see that streak of light ... a sudden 
glint of gold? Keep flying. 

Sidney Newman's celestial window, so far as I observed it, 
came at Christmas. He was the host at the University Carol 
Party. This took place in the McEwan Hall, that extraordinary 
building whose bathroom resonance made it wildly unsuitable 
for most musical excursions. I once gave an organ recital in the 
McEwan Hall, where the exposed pedal passages in the great 
Bach 'F Major' came rolling round the hall's echo to shake each 
other warmly by the throat. Virtually any music there finished 
up sounding like Palestrina with a bad cold. It was in this 
unlikely venue that Sidney Newman became fully at home in 
the musical universe at so many of whose hard edges he baulked. 
Here all was reconciled in warmth, light, colour, fun, and a 
good deal of chaos. His personality was released; he played 
Santa Claus. The traditional carols soared in the cathedral 
acoustic. The quiet ones whispered like the fragrance of freesias. 
The bucolic ones stamped and blew on their hands. The sublime 
ones - 'Adeste Fideles', 'Hark The Herald Angels Sing' - rose 
into the sky like Adonises of Advent riding on clouds towards 
Heaven's Christmas gate. But all of that can, I daresay, be 



experienced elsewhere. What was distinctive about this carol 
party was the childish fun. Sidney adored children. He got them 
to come out and mill around for the sweet baby carols. But the 
furious climax of the evening was something quite else. It came 
in 'The Twelve Days of Christmas'. My job, at the organ, was 
to keep up with his demotic conducting impulses. In this setting 
he was as unpredictable as Spike Milligan. But one thing was 
predictable. When it came to "Five gold ringsn, the roof came 
off. I don't mean simply that it was loud. I mean that the 
McEwan Hall seemed to shift on the axis mundi. An alchemy 
took place. The hall, no, the worldunfurled itself like a gigantic 
gold ball thrown into the air by acosrnic kitten. Sidney, you see, 
played with that "goldn. In the carol, there is a decoration on 
that word, a little twirl, like carelessly twirling it round your 
finger. But a simple twirl was not enough here. It was thrown 
in the air, bounced off the walls, boomeranged round the upper 
cavities of the hall. And on the last time round in the final verse, 
it went into orbit. It was no longer the fifth gold ring, but asixth 
pirouetting, celestial, ornament. Time was suspended, as though 
a sixth dimension of musical gold swept into a Seventh Heaven, 
on to a Cloud Nine, up to a hilarious moment of space-busting 
glory - and at that moment, Jesus was born. 

If we are prepared to make ourselves vulnerable, take risks, 
become ridiculous, let the heart out of its cage, then it is possible 
that not Icarus, but the dove of God's childlike muse flies 
towards the sun. And that if we travel with it we travel safely 
into the furnace of that love in which we can be reborn. For at 
least a moment, the age of gold is with us again; and the kingdom 
has come. Wherever you are, whatever your situation, however 
modest your circumstances, flying riskily towards that gap in 
the cloud is, or should be, the function of church music. 
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